A safety upgrade that’s good for productivity
Our 6, 12 or 18-cylinder gas packs make handling safer, while still offering
the convenience of a large volume supply
Our 6, 12 and 18-cylinder gas packs feature lift points
above and below, so they can be transported safely and
easily with a pallet jack, forklift or crane. The reinforced
frame improves valve protection. Plus, the elimination of
casters lowers the center of gravity, which reduces the
likelihood of tipping.
Not only are these cluster packs easier to move and
store, but they are also labor-saving. The convenience
of a large volume supply from cylinders connected to
a single manifold helps your shop avoid productivity
disruptions and saves workers the time and trouble of
swapping out individual cylinders.

FEATURES

BENEFITS

Convenience

 Uninterrupted supply
 Less time consumed changing cylinders

 Automatic pack replacement in most cases
 Praxair takes care of all maintenance

Improved Safety

 Better portability with lift points above
and below frame
 Tipping hazard is greatly reduced

 Less cylinder handling
 Reinforced frame protects valves

Increased Productivity
and Savings

 Reduces downtime on frequent cylinder
change-outs
 Greater accounting and ordering efficiency

 Productive use of labor force
 Reduced maintenance costs
 Helps optimize use of production space

High Quality

 Brass manifolds for oxygen compatibility
 Oxygen-cleaned manifold

 Improved valve accessibility

Get in touch with Praxair today and upgrade
to our redesigned cylinder gas packs.
800.225.8247

info@praxair.com

praxair.com/stores

praxairdirect.com

800.225.8247 | www.praxair.com

High-pressure gas on-demand, all day long
Praxair, the largest industrial gases company in North America, is a recognized provider of on-site
gas supply technology. We’ve dedicated our engineering expertise to improving the design of our
high-pressure cylinder gas packs. With the elimination of casters, the addition of new lift points and
the redesign of valves, ease of use, safety and transportability are greatly enhanced.

6-cylinder gas pack
Center lift point

12-cylinder gas pack
Corner lift points

Forklift slots

18-cylinder gas pack

Center lift point

Corner lift points

Center lift point

Tapered corners for nesting
on pallets for transportation

Forklift and pallet jack slots

Have a look to see how Praxair’s 6, 12 and 18-cylinder
gas packs fit into your business
WxL

Height

Center and
corner lift points

Forklift and pallet
jack slots

6-cylinder gas pack

22” x 32.375”

73.50”

Yes

Yes; upper and lower

12-cylinder gas pack

32.25” x 41.13”

74.25”

Yes

Yes; upper and lower

18-cylinder gas pack

36” x 47.75”

77.50”

Yes

Yes; lower only

MODEL OPTIONS
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